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About Us

Custom Work

More than just watercraft, our wooden boats, kayaks, 
and canoes represent connections to a legacy of 

craftsmanship and old world techniques. Wooden 
Boat USA is invested in the type of construction that 
recalls generations of boat making. Over thirty years 
in business, our commitment has always been and 

will continue to be, to excellence, to tradition, and to 
creating products exceptional for their performance 

and incredible beauty alike. Inspired by history, 
the names of our watercraft are derived from the 
northern waterways that natives and settlers have 
used for centuries. Merging centuries-old customs 

with technological innovation, we bring you boats that 
excel in every category. Working with top-grade, hand-
selected wood, our craftsmen hand join each individual 
strip. Hundreds of hours go into the construction of our 

boats, as perfection is the only option. Once built, the 
piece is encapsulated in a layer of fiberglass and epoxy 
resin, adding extra durability and strength. At last, the 

watercraft is ready for its nautical debut.

Never veering from our standards and handmade 
construction techniques, we also do bespoke pieces. 

We have worked with  customers on sailboats and even 
powerboats of different designs and configurations. 

Merging time-honored traditions of boat building with 
new possibilities is what we do best! 

* Often we have many of the boats in stock, if not there 
will be a period of time before delivery
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How It’s Made

HAND-SELECT PLANKS OF CLEAR WESTERN 
RED CEDAR, PINE; HARDWOODS LIKE OAK, 
MAHOGANY, TEAK; AND SOME LOCALLY 
AVAILABLE WOODS.

BUILD THE HULL TO CREATE A FRAME FOR 
THE BOAT.

CUT AND BEND PLANKS TO THE SHAPE OF 
THE HULL.

ADD PLANKS ONE BY ONE.

ADD TOP-QUALITY WOOD GLUE.

SAND HULL REPEATEDLY TO SMOOTH 
SURFACE.

COAT THE BOAT IN FIBERGLASS AND 
EPOXY RESIN FOR EXTRA DURABILITY AND 
STRENGTH.
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SKEENA CANOE 
18' K002
L: 216 W: 35.5 H: 27 Inches

L: 187.5 W: 31.5 H: 24 Inches

A canoe made like no other, this heritage 
piece represents generations of boat 
makers, a history of craftsmanship and a 
legacy of pride.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Designed for a wide ranges of uses, 

comfortable for both day trips and 
long journeys

 • Great for both beginners and 
intermediate paddlers

 • Comes with a show graded set of 
wooden paddles

 • Ribs are optional
 • Weight: 65 lbs
 • Capacity: 650 lbs

16’ ALSO AVAILABLE K005
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SKEENA CANOE
WITH RIBS
18' K013
L: 216 W: 35.5 H: 27 Inches

L: 187.5 W: 31.5 H: 24 Inches

Exquisite ribbing adds a delicate touch to this 
handmade canoe. Crafted from top grade 
western red cedar and hardwoods, each strip is 
hand joined and then coated in a fiberglass epoxy 
resin.

16’ ALSO AVAILABLE K033

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Designed for a wide ranges of uses, 

comfortable for both day trips and 
long journeys

 • Great for both beginners and 
intermediate paddlers

 • Comes with a show graded set of 
wooden paddles

 • Weight: 70 lbs
 • Capacity: 750 lbs
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SKEENA CANOE
DARK FINISH
18' K045
L: 216 W: 35.125 H: 22.5 Inches

The dark stain is just the touch needed to take 
this particular piece to a whole new dimension. 
Imagine gliding along the water in this 
handcrafted vessel as you admire the beauty 
inherent to the wood and the richness afforded 
by the stain.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Designed for a wide ranges of uses, 

comfortable for both day trips and 
long journeys

 • Great for both beginners and 
intermediate paddlers

 • Comes with a show graded set of 
wooden paddles

 • Ribs are optional
 • Weight: 70 lbs
 • Capacity: 750 lbs
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TANANA CANOE
18' K084

L: 190 W: 39.5 H: 25.5 Inches

Hundreds of man-hours were poured 
into the making of this classic watercraft, 
made for enjoying a day on the water 
while harkening back to a time of old. 
Tradition is alive and well in this canoe 
and you will certainly be aware of that 
while paddling along.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Designed for a wide ranges of uses, 

comfortable for both day trips and 
long journeys

 • Great for both beginners and 
intermediate paddlers

 • Comes with a show graded set of 
wooden paddles

 • Weight: 70 lbs
 • Capacity: 750 lbs
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COLUMBIA 
CANOE
18' K080
L: 144 W: 28.5 H: 21 Inches

Requiring 400+ hours build time, this fine 
watercraft demands years of boat making 
skill and tradition. Each strip of top grade 
wood is hand selected, hand joined, and 
encapsulated in fiberglass epoxy to give 
you the ultimate boating experience.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Curved bow
 • Comes with a show graded set of 

wooden paddles
 • Weight: 35 lbs
 • Capacity: 375 lbs

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH MATTE FINISH! K080M
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MIRAMICHI 
KAYAK
17' K001

L: 177 W: 24 H: 13.5 Inches

500+ hours of build time means that you 
not only get nautical precision, but the 
stunning beauty that comes from plank-
on-frame construction — 
the traditional way. 

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Comes with a show graded set of 

wooden paddles
 • Weight: 50 lbs
 • Capacity: 550 lbs

15’ ALSO AVAILABLE K004
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MIRAMICHI KAYAK
WITH RIBBON
15' K096

MIRAMICHI KAYAK
WITH ARROWS
17' K103

L: 177 W: 24 H: 13.5 Inches

L: 206 W: 23 H: 13 Inches

Striped in royal purple and white, this handmade 
kayak is designed to make a grand entrance onto 
the water. An exquisite vessel made with old world 
values in mind.

Cut through the water as quick, smooth, and 
streamlined as an arrow. Over 500 hours of 
craftsmanship went into the creation of this 
handmade vessel.

Features
 • Weight: 45 lbs
 • Capacity: 500 lbs

Features
 • Weight: 50 lbs
 • Capacity: 550 lbs
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KLINAKLINI 
KAYAK
19' K003
L: 229 W: 27 H: 17.5 Inches

High style meets high performance in 
this elegant kayak. Entirely handcrafted 
from hand-joined western red cedar and 
hardwood strips, the vessel is coated with 
a layer of fiberglass and epoxy resin for a 
finish that simply gleams.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Comes with a show graded set of 

wooden paddles
 • Weight: 70 lbs
 • Capacity: 700 lbs
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ST. LAWRENCE 
RACING KAYAK
20' K158
L: 118.5 W: 51 H: 27.75 Inches

Handcrafted, blending hours upon hours 
of workmanship with attention to detail, 
this boat is perfect on any type of water 
for any intended purpose. Gorgeously 
hand-joined strips of western red cedar 
and hardwoods create an extraordinarily 
vibrant effect.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Comes with a show graded set of 

wooden paddles
 • Weight: 60 lbs
 • Capacity: 550 lbs
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HUDSON 
WOODEN 
KAYAK
18' K159
L: 216 W: 20 H: 13 Inches

Handcrafted, blending hours upon hours 
of workmanship with attention to detail, 
this boat is perfect on any type of water 
for any intended purpose. Gorgeously 
hand-joined strips of western red cedar 
and hardwoods create an extraordinarily 
vibrant effect.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Comes with a show graded set of 

wooden paddles
 • Weight: 50 lbs
 • Capacity: 550 lbs
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LITTLE BEAR
10' K100
L: 118.5 W: 51 H: 27.75 Inches

Dream of restful afternoons on the lake, of fishing at 
sunrise and of gliding along listening to the lapping 
waves. Taking 300+ hours to create, our Little Bear is the 
boat of dreams.

Features
 • Stainless steel hardware
 • Hardwood storage
 • Weight: 200 lbs
 • Capacity: 2 people

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH MATTE FINISH! K100M
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WHITEHALL 
DINGHY 
17’ K012
L: 204 W: 53.5 H: 25.8 Inches

With centuries of history and tradition behind 
it, this dinghy is especially made with an eye on 
recreating the past while using the best materials 
available today. At least 600-800 hours have 
been invested in the creation of this watercraft.

Features
 • Stunning clear graded cedar and 

hardwood hull
 • Fiberglass adds tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance 
 • Max Horse Power: 30
 • Weight: 225 lbs
 • Capacity: 4 or more people

* Designed distinctively with a cut out to fit standard 19-inch shaft outboard motor.
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH TRANSOM CUT OUT! K012U
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CLINKER BUILT WHITEHALL 
ROW BOAT 12’ K203
L: 147.5 W: 41 H: 27.5 Inches

One of the most refined rowboats of the 
19th century, Whitehall rowboats were 
used to ferry goods, services, and sailors 
on and off the boats coming into New 
York Harbor. 

Our Whitehall dinghy is specially built 
using a traditional clinker method in 
which the edges of hull planks overlap 
each other. This technique was developed 
in northern Europe and successfully 
used by the Anglo-Saxons, Frisians, and 
Scandinavians. Made over 600-700 hours, 
it is an unquestionably fine heritage piece.

Features
 • Whitepine, western red cedar, and 

hardwood construction
 • Beech gunwale
 • 4 wood paddles
 • 4 oarlocks
 • Weight: 150 lbs
 • Capacity: 4 adults
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RMS TITANIC 
LIFE BOAT 
1:2 SCALE
15’ K211
L: 180 W: 54 H: 24 Inches

Pay tribute to one of the most tragic sea 
disasters in modern history with this true 
to-life RMS Titanic’s lifeboat model. At 
15-feet long, this lifeboat is hand-built 
from cedar and hardwoods using the 
traditional plank-on-frame method. 

Features
 • Wooden paddles, footings, thwarts, 

braces, ropes, flotation devices, 
rudder, tiller, lifelines, and more

 • A high-precision laser-engraved 
plaque bearing the name of 
Liverpool

 • The White Star Line flag and SS 
Titanic name on the stern and bow
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CHRIS CRAFT 
DESIGN BOAT
10' K199
L: 173.25 W: 71 H: 29.5 Inches

Founded in the 1920s, Chris Craft Co. still 
stands as a leader in producing high-
powered leisure boats. Our 14-feet Chris 
Craft style boat is designed to make an 
impression. Entirely handmade over 
700 manhours, the hull is crafted from 
western red cedar, beech, and white 
pine, then encapsulated in fiberglass and 
varnish for a mirror-like appearance. 

Install the engine and accessories, and the 
boat will be ready to make a spectacular 
debut on the water. This 35-horsepower 
boat can seat up to 5 people on its faux 
leather benches.

Features
 • Western red cedar and hardwood 

construction
 • Beech trim, beech gunwale
 • Faux leather seatings
 • Multiple coats of varnish
 • Hull weight: 595 lbs
 • Capacity: 5 People
 • Horse Power Rating: 35
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VENETIAN 
GONDOLA
36' K151
L: 433 W: 54 H: 65.35 Inches

A grand statement of romance like no 
other, the Venetian gondola is a classic 
emblem of the most beautiful city in 
the world. Our gondola is completely 
handcrafted by master craftsmen over 
600-800 hours.

Features
 • Beautifully painted in original color 

of black with white stripe
 • Fiberglass adds important tensile 

strength and abrasion resistance 
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AVAILABLE IN TEAL K207
OR RED! K207R

L: 127 W: 36.25 H: 22 Inches

Sampan, also known as thuyen ba la tam ban, is a type of small 
wooden boat or skiff. First invented in Han Dynasty China, 
these beautiful boats soon appeared in the waters of Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Indonesia, and Malaysia. 

Our display only version features seven boards made of star wood 
or Merawan hardwood, a local fine wood similar to golden oak. 
Assembled around a skeleton wood frame, it is then smoothly 
sanded, painted by hand, and varnished.

Features
 • Intended for display only
 • Made of star wood, or Merawan 

hardwood
 • Weight: 113.5 lbs

SMALL SOUTH EAST ASIA 
SAMPAN BOAT  K012
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PADDLE BOARD IN CLASSIC 
WOOD GRAIN WITH 1 FIN
11’ K222

PADDLE BOARD IN RED WOOD 
GRAIN WITH 1 FIN
11’ K222A

PADDLE BOARD IN DARK PAINTED 
WOOD WITH 1 FIN
11’ K222B

L: 133.2 W: 31.5 H: 5 Inches

L: 133.2 W: 31.5 H: 5 Inches

L: 133.2 W: 31.5 H: 5 Inches

Handmade, versatile, and fully functional. This elegant 
paddle board is perfect for use on the water or as 
a display piece. Built from top-grade western red 
cedar and hardwoods, it was assembled by master 
craftsmen using traditional methods. 

Make a statement out on the surf with this handmade 
paddle board. Fully functional and visually striking, 
this paddle board features a rich red hue and is 
bisected by a pale line. 

Paddle to the dark side in high style and high marks 
for performance. Fully functional and visually striking, 
this paddle board is dark painted and bisected by a 
striking pale line.
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LONG BOARD K015

HALF-SURFBOARD 
SHELF K167

SHORT BOARD K016

L: 109 W: 24 inches

L: 69.5 W: 9 H: 8 Inches

L: 75.5 W: 18.5 Inches

With ultra stylish fins and a sleek, glossy exterior, this 
surfboard is sure to make a splash when out riding 
waves or even at rest on the beach.

Take your love for surfing to a new plateau! This surf 
board shelf is amazing to look at, durable in purpose, 
and smooth to the touch. 

Using the same techniques as on our water bound 
boards, this shelf is the epitome of handcrafted 
workmanship. 

This western red cedar and hardwood surf 
board is a true joy to experience on the 
waves. Handmade and encapsulated in 
fiberglass and epoxy resin, it can certainly 
stand up to the roughest of watery terrains. 
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CANOE TABLE
5’ K073
L: 59.5 W: 16.75 H: 19.75 Inches

For the true canoe enthusiast, here is a 
conversation piece like no other. A canoe table that 
exhibits the same quality craftsmanship and art-
inspired pride that marks all of our wooden boat 
products. 

CANOE BOOK SHELF SMALL K192
L: 18.5 W: 7 H: 34.3 Inches

Perfectly sized for just 
about any room in 
the home, this quaint 
canoe bookshelf is a 
delight. Handcrafted 
from western red cedar 
and hardwoods, you 
can just see the pride 
and workmanship that 
went into its creation.
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CANOE BOOK 
SHELF K079

WOODEN CANOE 
WINE SHELF K085

CANOE BOOK 
SHELF V.2 K079N

L: 90 W: 31 H: 20.5 Inches

L: 74 W: 24.5 H: 12.5 Inches

L: 90 W: 31 H: 20.5 Inches

We truly do offer everything canoe! 
To house precious mementos, books, 
photographs, whatever you desire, this 
canoe bookshelf is crafted just like every 
other piece we carry.

Finely made from hand-joined strips of 
western red cedar and hardwood, it’s the 
statement piece you never knew you needed 
– simply made for wine connoisseurs and 
sportsmen alike.  

Rich, top graded strips of western red cedar 
and hardwood give this bookshelf a vibrant, 
authentic look.  
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WHITEHALL 
DISPLAY DINGHY
5’ K192

CANOE 
HALF HULL
9’ H069

L: 62 W: 26.5 H: 14.5 Inches

L: 107 W: 12.375 H: 15.375 Inches

A display piece extraordinaire, this lovely little 
canoe is finely crafted from western red cedar and 
hardwood in the richest hues. It is also lightweight 
and versatile for use in swimming pool with 
personal flotation device and adult supervision.

Take your love for canoeing to new heights!  
You’re looking at nine feet of fine western 
red cedar and hardwood, steeped in the 
spirit of the rapids and the frontier. The 
epitome of handcrafted workmanship.
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RED DISPLAY CANOE WITH RIBS 
AND CURVED BOW
10’ K019

DISPLAY CANOE 
WITH RIBS 
6’ K037

L: 117 W: 26.5 H: 20 Inches

L: 70.5 W: 20.25 H: 15 Inches

The perfect little red canoe. Reminiscent of a simpler time 
with its bright color, straightforward lines and meticulous 
craftsmanship, this piece will be a stunner wherever you 
choose to display it.

 Admire the ribs, glide your hand along the smooth 
glossy surface, and just breathe in the artisanal 
pride of this watercraft. This canoe is made with 
age-old techniques and meticulous attention to 
detail.

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH MATTE FINISH K037M
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DISPLAY CANOE 
WITH RIBS CURVED 
BOW 
5’ K034

DISPLAY CANOE 
10’ K007

L: 118.5 W: 26.25 H: 16 Inches

L: 118.5 W: 26.25 H: 16 Inches

Elegantly crafted with classic lines and rich  wood tones, 
this canoe is perfect for displaying just about anywhere 
you’d like. 

A display piece extraordinaire for true 
sportsmen, this display canoe will enliven 
any room.

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH MATTE FINISH K034M
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CANOE MODEL B077

KAYAK MODEL K078

L: 44 W: 7 H: 5.5 Inches

L: 42 W: 5.5 H: 5 Inches

Embodying the spirit and history of canoe 
craftsmanship, this model — just like our 
larger versions  — is custom made using 
age-old techniques and traditions. 

Made of top grade cedar and hardwoods, 
it even features two rattan seats for extra 
realism. 

The true kayaking enthusiast will absolutely 
adore this one-of-a-kind model, built using 
the same techniques as our craftsman use 
on life-size versions.
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FAQ’S

What are your canoes and kayaks made of? 
Our canoes and kayaks are made of the highest quality western red cedar and some 
hardwoods. The larger boats are made of western red cedar, pine, and hardwoods such as 
oak, mahogany, teak, and some locally available woods. Our wooden watercraft are then 
coated both inside and out in an incredibly durable American made fiberglass and epoxy 
resin.

You mentioned that you use fiberglass in your boats, so what is the difference between 
your boats and fiberglass boats? 
We only use 1 or 2 clear thin layers of fiberglass coating on top of the wood for reinforcement 
and added integrity. You never see any fiberglass, only beautiful, hand-joined cedar and 
hardwoods.

What is a typical cedar strip canoe or kayak weight? 
A 15’ kayak weighs approximately 45lbs, making it very easy for one person to carry. A 16’ 
canoe weighs about 48lbs. 

What type of boats do you build? 
Our wooden strip canoes and kayaks are hugely popular for touring and recreational 
purposes. We also build wooden dinghies, wooden sail boats, classic wooden runabouts, and 
speedboats. Additionally, we can custom-build any design with which you supply us. 

What methods do you use to build the boats? 
Focused on integrating traditional technique with modern design, all boats are built by hand, 
typically taking hundreds of man hours to create. 

How do I order? 
Please contact our dealers or call (877) 88 Boats for more information. 

How long does an order take? 
Boats that we have in stock can be shipped to you within a week). New or custom products 
generally take 2-3 months as everything we sell is 100% hand crafted. 

How do you ship it? 
We can ship via trucking company very safely. We also insure all freight so in the very rare case 
that a shipment is damaged during transit, we will take care of the details and immediately 
replace the item for you. We also have distributors all over the world, so please contact us to 
find out more information.

How do I become a distributor of your products?
We welcome qualified dealers and distributors all over the world. Please contact us today at 
(877) 88 Boats or email us at info@woodenboatusa.com for more information. 

What kind of warranty can I expect? 
For all products we offer a 6 month limited warranty on materials and craftsmanship.
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GUIDELINES FOR USE

CARE:
With a little bit of care and maintenance, your beautiful canoe can last for generations. While 
our products are certainly durable and solid, they still require the right type of care and 
handling to ensure that they perform optimally. 
 • It is recommended that you rinse your canoe off with fresh clean water after every use. 
 • Upon returning from the trip, allow your canoe to air-dry in the shade.

STORAGE:
Besides taking care of your canoe, storage also plays an essential role in maintaining your 
canoe’s appearance and beauty. 
 • Always store your wooden canoe in shade.
 • Turn it upside down on the support thereby keeping it off the ground.
 • Hanging your boat from the rafters in your garage or shop would be ideal storage.

REPAIR:
Minor scratches can be repaired by marine spar vanish or some brand of automobile wax. 
Smooth the damaged area with sand paper, wipe clean, then apply marine spar vanish. 

SAFETY:
Wooden Boat USA strongly recommends that a Personal Flotation Device (PFD) is worn 
whenever paddling.



WOODEN BOAT USA

EMAIL: INFO@WOODENBOATUSA.COM
TOLL FREE:  (877) 88 boats or (877-882-6287)

LOCAL:  (909) 598-2525
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